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revenue, contributing 9.2 per cent. To the Western mind
the methods of assessment and collection are quite
unique. Constantinople has always enjoyed many fiscal
privileges, and not until 1874-75 did real property in the
city have to pay taxes. Added to the evils of favoritism
and general under-assessroent is the strange discovery
that one does not have to meet his taxes on the pain of
forfeiture of his property. He is merely estopped from
selling or repairing it—hardly an administrative device
of much terror in a place where sales of land are rare and
where the population needs little urging to let their "build-
Ings fall into dilapidation. Besides, at more or less
regular intervals the sultan issues an edict canceling all
tax payments that may he in arrears. It often pays not
to pay one's taxes. Both in Constantinople and in the
provinces there is little or no flexibility in assessments,
and Tallies once determined are maintained indefinitely.
One of the chief abuses is that the tax collectors are quite
amenable to judiciously distributed largesse. Another
difficulty is that city dwellers usually avoid their fair
share, thus inevitably shifting an undue burden on the
rural classes, As these are already ehargeahle with the
tithe and with live-stock taxes, this discrimination in the
administration of the land tax becomes even more "unjust,
as well as unwise.
Begular annnal deficits must mean borrowing, and b©r-
roving must be external or internal Unfortunately for
itself, Turkey's borrowing has been almost exclusively
external, and the proceeds, until recently, have not been
used for productive purposes. It is, in fact, its external
financial engagements which have been primarily re*
sponsible for Turkey *s increasing political tutelage. In-
terest on foreign debts was defaulted, and the Powers
not unnaturally defended their nationals who were bond-
holders by assuming sufficient authority in Turkey to
saf egnard their interests. Alter the opening wedge was

